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Final Cut Pro 6 Keyboard Shortcuts – Feb. 1, 2009
by Reid VanVoris

Moving
1. Play/Pause = space bar
2. J-K-L
K = pause
3. L = play forward, normal speed, LL= double speed forward, LLL= triple speed forward, up
to 5x speed.
4. J = play reverse, normal speed, JJ= double speed reverse, JJJ= triple speed reverse, up to
5x speed
5. Move one frame forward = right arrow
6. Move one second forward = shift+right arrow
7. Move one frame reverse = left arrow
8. Move one second reverse = shift+left arrow
9. Move to next edit point = down arrow
10. Move to previous edit point = up arrow
11. Move to head of clip or timeline = home
12. Move to tail of clip or timeline = end
13. Play around current frame = \

Marking
1. Mark in point= i
2. Go to in point = shift+i
3. Clear in point = option+ i
4. Mark out point = o
5. Go to out point = shift+o
6. Clear out point = option+o
7. Mark entire clip = x
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8. Clear both in and out points = option+x

Basic
1. Save = Cmd+s
2. Undo = Cmd+z
3. Fit to window = Shift+z
4. Show match frame = f

Tools
1. Arrow tool = a
2. Zoom tool = z
3. Single blade tool = b
4. Double blade tool = bb
5. Roll tool = r
6. Ripple tool = rr
7. Slip tool = s
8. Slide tool = ss
9. Crop tool = c
10. Pen tool = p

Timeline
1. Show/hide audio waveforms = Cmd+option+w
2. Show/hide clip overlays = Control+shift+w
3. Cycle track heights = shift+t
4. Add transition = control+click edit point and choose “set default transition”

Trimming
1. Select edit point on timeline, then:
2. Toggle roll trim/right trim/left trim = u
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3. Trim right one frame = right bracket ]
4. Trim right five frames = shift+right bracket ]
5. Trim left one frame = left bracket [
6. Trim right five frames = shift+left bracket [

